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PURPOSE / OBJECTIVES

RESULTS

RESULTS

◼ The Reflux Symptom Index (RSI) is a validated patient-reported outcome
(PRO) instrument widely used in patients with laryngopharyngeal reflux (LPR)
to measure symptom severity, yet its content validity has not been evaluated.
◼ We aimed to assess the content validity of the RSI for use in pH-test-proven
LPR patients undergoing proton-pump inhibitors (PPIs) treatment.

MATERIAL & METHODS
Main RSI measure evaluation study
◼ Conducted a longitudinal observational study in a tertiary medical center in Taiwan.
◼ Number of participants at baseline: 109 pH-test-proven LPR patients. (Fig. 1)
◼ Administration of the RSI instrument at run-in, baseline, 4w, 8w, and 12 w after proton-pump
inhibitors therapy.
Participants completing and responsive to the treatment were invited to join the focus group
discussions or cognitive interviews.

Focus groups & Cognitive interview
Evaluation of content validity: Substudy sample
◼ Number of participants: Focus groups: 9 (1st), 5 (2nd), 5 (3rd), 7 (4th).
◼ Number of participants to one-to-one cognitive interview: 9.
◼ Participants with various ages, genders, symptom severity, and education levels.

Figure 1. Flow-chart of main RSI measure evaluation study population
enrollment.

Content validation: Focus group discussion & cognitive interview
◼ Focus groups: conducted by 3 experienced facilitators (a gastroenterologist, an
otolaryngologist, a group dynamic expert)
◆Followed a semi-structured guide in an open-ended question manner
◆Participants reflected on: LPR symptoms, coping strategies, and impacts on their daily life.
◼ Cognitive interview: semi-structured interview guide conducted by an experienced clinician,
who had received mock interview training.
◼ Aforementioned interviews audio-recorded and transcribed verbatim.

Content validation: Analysis
◼ Transparent and vigorous iterative thematic analysis of transcribed data applied. Themes
inducted from emerging issues relevant to LPR concepts; deducted from research aim and
interview guide.
◼ Team-based approach using a modified Delphi process to reach consensus for each LPR
relevant symptom code based on troublesomeness and responsiveness to treatment. (Fig. 2)
◼ Codebook developed after the first focus group discussion and modified subsequently to reflect
new themes and to ensure in-depth symptom analysis
◼ A cognitive summary report for each RSI item to document participant understanding obtained
from cognitive interviews.

Content validation: Data saturation monitoring & Conceptual matching
◼ Data saturation table developed to assess breath of content and new emerging issues.
◼ Team-based approach to assess and to document saturation.
◼ Team-based approach to assess the conceptual match by mapping the codes elicited from focus
groups to the RSI-derived codes.

Category A-Definite: troublesome and responsive to treatment
Category B-Probable: untroublesome (or uncertain) but responsive to treatment
Category C-Probable: troublesome but nonresponsive (or uncertain) to treatment
Category D-Possible: untroublesome and nonresponsive (or uncertain) to treatment
Category E-Irrelevance or indirect relevance: not anatomic or physiological related to LPR such
as diarrhea, or symptoms secondary to LPR such as insomnia

Figure 2. Number of symptom code agreement with a modified Delphi
process at each vote.

SUMMARY / CONCLUSION

The study used a novel method to demonstrate how content validity of
the Chinese version RSI was assessed which adapts the US Food
Drug Administration guidance for patient-reported outcome measures.

